The elasticity mapping of individual layers in the cornea using non-destructive elastography techniques advances diagnosis and monitoring of ocular diseases and treatments in ophthalmology. However, transient Lamb waves, currently used in most dynamic optical coherence and ultrasound elastography techniques, diminish the translation of wave speed into shear/Young's modulus. Here, we present reverberant 3D optical coherence elastography (Rev3D-OCE), a novel approach leveraging the physical properties of diffuse fields in detecting elasticity gradients not only in the lateral direction, but also along the depth axis of the cornea. A Monte Carlo analysis, finite element simulations, and experiments in layered phantoms are conducted to validate the technique and to characterize the axial elastography resolution. Experiments in ex vivo porcine cornea at different intraocular pressures reveal that Rev3D-OCE enables the elastic characterization of single layers that matches the anatomical description of corneal layers with unprecedented contrast in the dynamic OCE field.
T he cornea is one of the most critical parts of the eye since it is responsible for almost two-thirds of the eye's total refracting power 1 . The topography of corneal layers and surfaces has a direct impact on corneal optical aberrations such as defocus, astigmatism, and spherical aberrations, which can significantly diminish the optical performance of the eye 2 . Sensitivity studies demonstrate that the stiffness of the cornea, among other factors, is the most significant biomechanical parameter affecting corneal optical behavior 3 . Consequently, alterations of mechanical properties of the cornea (such as elasticity and viscosity) produced by ocular diseases, interventions, or treatments have a direct impact on the vision quality.
The cornea is a highly organized tissue containing at least five layers with differentiated structure, mechanical properties, and physiological functions: epithelium, Bowman's membrane, stroma, Descemet's membrane, and endothelium 4 . Various corneal dystrophies, such as keratoconus, may affect single layers [5] [6] [7] or all the layers of the cornea 8 . Current treatments such as LASIK refractive surgery, UV-A/riboflavin collagen crosslinking, and laser therapy can modify the mechanical properties of individual or all layers [9] [10] [11] . It has also been demonstrated that intraocular pressure (IOP) has an important effect on the elasticity measurements of the cornea due to the non-linear properties of this tissue type 12, 13 . This IOP-elasticity relationship in cornea can be a critical component in the early diagnosis and monitoring of open-angle glaucoma 14 . In addition, there is an increasing interest in computational models to simulate patient-specific corneal behavior based on accurate mechanical characterization with useful applications in the prediction of LASIK outcomes 15, 16 and clinical decisionmaking 4, 17, 18 . Therefore, the elastic characterization of individual corneal layers using non-destructive techniques is of great importance in ophthalmology, not only for advancing the understanding, diagnosis, and monitoring of ocular diseases and treatments, but also for the successful modeling of patientspecific corneas, and the development of synthetic and tissueengineered corneal substitutes 19, 20 .
The emergence of elastography as a nondestructive method for the measurement of biomechanical properties of tissue began with the development of ultrasound elastography (USE) 21 . One of the earliest applications of USE in corneal layers was implemented by Hollman et al. who calculated depth-dependent strain profiles of the cornea using high frequency ultrasound imaging 22 . Other USE approaches used acoustic radiation force to produce and measure displacement 23 and shear wave propagation [24] [25] [26] in the cornea. Due to limitations in spatial resolution, displacement sensitivity, and the need for a coupling material such as gel or water, the application of USE in the cornea has been very restrictive.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) was later developed as an imaging technique capable of obtaining images with micrometer resolution (~2 to 10 μm) at high acquisition speeds (~20 kHz to 1 MHz A-line rate) in a minimally invasive fashion (no need for coupling material) 27 . Elastography was implemented in OCT for the first time by Schmitt et al. and this modality was termed optical coherence elastography (OCE) 28 . One of the earliest applications of OCE in cornea was conducted by Nahas et al., in which corneal strain maps were extracted by compressing the tissue using a piston and detecting corneal displacement using a full-field OCT system 29 . Although this technique provides an important contrast in the detection of corneal layers, the absence of force measurements prevents the calculation of qualitative biomechanical parameters such as elasticity in the form of Young's or shear moduli 30 . Finally, Brillouin scattering-based optical imaging technique provides high contrast detection of layers in cornea (i.e., at least four corneal layers are detected) [31] [32] [33] . However, obtaining quantitative biomechanical parameters such as shear or Young's modulus from Brillouin shifts is still an unsolved problem 34 .
Later, the implementation of shear wave-based techniques in OCT [35] [36] [37] enabled the study of wave propagation with an unprecedented level of detail in corneal studies. Wang et al. then presented a dynamic OCE method for the characterization of corneal layers based on Lamb wave propagation (also called the Lamb wave method in this paper) 38 . The Lamb wave method has since been implemented in diverse studies including cornea anisotropy 39 , the impact of therapy on corneal elasticity 40, 41 , and the relationship between Lamb wave speed and IOP levels 42 . However, a Lamb wave is a type of surface acoustic wave that propagates in thin shells 43 . It is speed-dispersive, and requires knowledge of the shell thickness, boundary conditions, excitation frequency, and direction of wave propagation in order to apply inverse approaches to convert Lamb wave speed into shear/ Young's modulus 43, 44 . This application becomes more complex when considering the multiple corneal layers and the viscoelastic properties of porcine and human corneal tissue 45, 46 . Therefore, due to the complexity of the corneal boundary conditions, depthdependent information of elasticity in the cornea cannot yet be provided.
In wave-based OCE, reverberant or diffuse fields 47, 48 are produced by the interaction of multiple shear waves traveling in a statistical distribution across all possible random directions. These fields promote the propagation of a higher ratio of shear waves in tissue compared to a transient excitation in which surface acoustic waves (i.e., Lamb waves for the cornea case) are the predominant perturbation 49, 50 . The propagation of shear waves in the cornea produced by reverberant fields is desired since shear wave speed can be correlated to local shear modulus in a straightforward fashion, avoiding the undesirable effect of Lamb waves.
In this study, we present reverberant 3D optical coherence elastography (Rev3D-OCE), leveraging the physical properties of diffuse fields in detecting elasticity gradients along the depth axis of the cornea. A Monte Carlo analysis, finite element simulation, and experiments in layered phantoms are conducted to validate the key theoretical principles. Results demonstrate the detection of differentiated elastic layers in a 3D model of the cornea, and quantify the axial elastography resolution. Additional experiments in ex vivo porcine cornea at different IOP levels reveal that Rev3D-OCE enabled the elastic characterization of each single layer with unprecedented contrast in the dynamic OCE field that matches the anatomical description of the corneal layers. Results are compared with the conventional Lamb wave method.
Results

Principles of Rev3D-OCE and Monte Carlo analysis. A Monte
Carlo analysis of a reverberant shear wave field applied to a uniform linear-elastic medium validates our proposed theoretical model and equations, fundamental for the local estimation of shear wave speed. A reverberant field can be understood as the superposition of plane shear waves traveling in random directions 48 . Shear waves are transversal body-type waves; therefore, the particle velocity produced by these perturbations is perpendicular to the direction of propagation. For a given 3D point ε in the Cartesian system, three orthogonal vectors in the spherical coordinate system are found:r,θ, andφ as shown in Fig. 1a . Then, the corresponding particle velocity field V(ε, t), at position ε and time t, in a reverberant chamber produced by plane waves propagating with a wave number k and radial frequency ω 0 is modeled as
where the index q represents a realization of the random unit vector b n q describing the direction of wave propagation, and the index l represents a realization of the random unit vector b n ql describing direction of particle velocity parallel to the disk formed by the basis vectorsθ andφ defined within a realization of q (see Fig. 1a ). The particle velocities v ql are an independent, identically distributed random variable describing the magnitude of particle velocity within a realization of q The summation of q is understood to be taken over the 4π solid angle, and the summation of l is taken over a 2π angle within the disk.
If the particle velocity in Eq. (1) is measured along the z-axis, then V z ε; t ð Þ ¼ V ε; t ð ÞÁb e z , whereê z is a unit vector in the z direction. Figure 1b shows V z (ε, t 0 ) for an instant t 0 in a cube of 20 × 20 × 20 mm 3 of uniform elastic material after conducting a Monte Carlo analysis. Four uniformly distributed random variables were considered: angles φ and θ, each one covering a range of [0, 2π] radians, for the definition ofn q ; angle α, covering a range of [0, 2π] radians for the definition ofn ql ; and the scalar value v ql , covering a range of [−v max , v max ], where v max is the maximum particle velocity amplitude supported in the system. In the analysis, the frequency of shear waves was defined as f 0 = 2 kHz, leading to ω 0 = 2πf 0 , and a constant shear wave speed of c s = 4 ms −1 within the cube, where c s = ω 0 /k. A total of 10,000 realizations of all random variables were considered in order to recreate the reverberant field. Detailed description about the Monte Carlos Analysis can be found in the Methods section.
Given the reverberant field V z (ε, t 0 ) shown in Fig. 1b , closedform complex analytical solutions can be found for the spatial auto-correlation of such fields along parallel and orthogonal directions to the measurement axisê z . In the orthogonal case, the auto-correlation of the reverberant field along the x-axis (or y-axis) is given by (complete theoretical derivations are explained in Supplementary Methods):
where β is the expected value of squared particle velocity magnitude v 2 ql over both q and l realizations; j 0 and j 1 are spherical Bessel functions of the first kind of zero and first order, respectively; and Δε x ¼ Δε Áê x , withê x as a unit vector along the x-axis. It is important to note that 
Auto-correlation (Arb.) ARTICLE perpendicular to measurement axisê z . Therefore, B V z V z ðΔεÞ is symmetric around the origin for any Δε such that Δε Áê z ¼ 0.
Finally, the parallel case, the spatial auto-correlation of the reverberant field is taken along the z-axis and is given by (complete theoretical derivation are explained in Supplementary  Methods) : Figure 1c shows the spatial 2D auto-correlation of the reverberant volume V z (ε, t 0 ) taken in three planes: (1) xy-plane, (2) xz-plane, and (3) yz-plane. As expected, case 1 is axisymmetric since both the x and y axis are perpendicular to the measurement axisê z . Profile cuts in both axes are plotted in Fig. 1d , and follow Eq. (2), which confirms the accuracy of the model compared against the Monte Carlo analysis. For cases 2 and 3, the symmetry is broken since the z-axis is parallel to the measurement axisê z and its profile cut ( Fig. 1e ) follows Eq. (3), while the x or y axis are perpendicular toê z , giving the same solution as in Eq. (2) . The local wave number k Ã can be estimated by taking the 2D auto-correlation in a region of a reverberant field and fitting auto-correlation profiles to Eqs. (2) and (3) according to the plane case. Therefore, given the excitation frequency ω 0 , shear wave speed is calculated using c s = ω 0 /k Ã ; and, assuming a homogeneous and isotropic material, shear modulus can be calculated as 30
where G is the shear modulus, and ρ is the density of the material. Furthermore, if a transverse isotropic model of the material is assumed, G corresponds to out-of-plane shear modulus (shear modulus parallel to the corneal depth), according to the terminology provided by Ramirez-Garcia et al. 17 .
Validation of Rev3D-OCE using finite element analysis. Numerical simulations using a finite element model of the cornea with four differentiated elastic layers (A, B, C, and D) demonstrates the capabilities of the Rev3D-OCE method in layer detection compared to the conventional Lamb wave method. The layers were monotonically distributed from stiffer (A) to softer (D) using Young's moduli values ("Methods" section) based on the decreasing depth-dependent wave speed tendency reported in Wang et al. 38 for porcine cornea. The diagram in Fig. 2a -left, shows a 3D volume of cornea subjected to sinusoidal steady-state excitation of 2 kHz through eight circular-distributed force heads. As expected, wavelength changes in particle velocity along depth (z-axis) are detected and transformed into shear wave speed values using the reverberant theory (Eqs. (1)-(3)), and shown in Fig. 2a -right. In addition, shear wave speed values for each layer (A, B, C, D) are in good agreement with the layer material properties (2.5, 2, 1.3, 0.8 m s −1 ), respectively, set in the simulation ("Methods" section). The Lamb wave method was also simulated by applying an axisymmetric Gaussian (σ = 0.3 mm) transient (t = 1 ms) force in the center of the layered cornea model producing a cylindricallyshaped Lamb wave propagation as shown in Fig. 2b -left. Fourier analysis applied to space-time representations of wave propagation at each layer indicates that the antisymmetric zero order Lamb wave is the most predominant given the excitation shape and boundary conditions. Fig. 2b -right shows dispersion curves of Lamb wave speed calculated in each layer. In addition, we included dispersion curves when a transient t = 0.5 ms force (same Gaussian extend of σ = 0.3 mm) is applied to the same model in order to explore the effects of higher temporal frequencies. The Fourier transform of both temporal excitations (t = 1 ms and t = 0.5 ms) measured in the cornea model is shown in Fig. 2b -right. Results confirmed the antisymmetric zero order behavior during Lamb wave propagation. As expected, for a selected frequency, the depth-dependent variation of Lamb wave speed is small compared to the Rev3D-OCE method shown in Fig. 2a -right. In addition, the Lamb wave speed depth profile has a decreasing tendency due to the high-low layer elasticity configuration. However, speed values are not in complete agreement with the layer material properties set in the simulation.
Axial elastography resolution characterization of Rev3D-OCE. Experimental results obtained in horizontally-layered gelatin phantoms show that Rev3D-OCE has an accuracy error of <7% and an axial elastography resolution of δ z = 55.5 μm ± 17.3 μm, measured along the average transition from the softer top (3% gelatin concentration) to stiffer bottom (5% gelatin concentration) layers distributed as shown in Fig. 3a -left. The average thickness of the top layer was measured to be~0.3 mm and the bottom layer is considered as semi-infinite media. The phantom was subjected to a reverberant shear wave field of 2 kHz using a piezoelectric actuator attached to a 3D-printed ring with eight heads slightly touching the phantom surface and the motion (particle velocity field shown in Fig. 3a -left) was detected using a spectral-domain phase sensitive optical coherence tomography (PhS-OCT) system (details of the system setup are explained in the Methods Section). Figure 3b shows two motion frames extracted at the top 3% layer (depth z 0 = 0.21 mm) and bottom 5% layer (depth z 0 = 0.69 mm) with their respective 2D autocorrelation plots B VzVz (Δε x , Δε y ) calculated within a 0.8 × 0.8 mm 2 window and indicating differentiated material properties.
Layer differentiation is confirmed when the average autocorrelation curve, taken along radial cuts of the 2D autocorrelation plot covering 360 degrees, was fitted to the theoretical model (Eq. (2)) of reverberant fields in elastic media for the estimation of global wavenumbers k 3% = 10.68 krad m −1 and k 5% = 6.63 for the 3% and 5% motion frames, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3c . Auto-correlation measurements (N = 5) were taken at different regions of the layered phantom, resulting in an average shear wave speed of c 3% = 1.17 ± 0.14 m s −1 and c 5% = 1.89 ± 0.31 m s −1 in the 3% and 5% phantom material layer, respectively, using c s = ω 0 /k. Experimental results are consistent with material ground truth parameters c MM 3% ¼ 1:15 ± 0:12 m s À1 (1.74% accuracy error) and c MM 5% ¼ 2:03 ± 0:14 m s À1 (6.89% accuracy error) obtained using mechanical measurements (MM) of samples of the same gelatin concentration (details of phantom characterization in "Methods" section). Finally, the average depth-dependent shear wave speed profile describing the transition from the top (3%) to the bottom (5%) layers ( Fig. 3d ) was obtained by analyzing every motion frame along depth using the same methodology described previously. The speed profile was fitted to a sigmoid function described as
where c 3% and c 5% are the average shear wave speeds in the 3% and 5% media, respectively; z 0 and τ represent the location and width of the transition, respectively. Then, we calculated the average full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the derivate of c(z) with respect to z, from the 3 to 5% layers: 55.5 μm ± 17.3 μm as shown in Fig. 3d .
Layer mapping of ex vivo porcine cornea using Rev3D-OCE. The Rev3D-OCE method enabled the elastic characterization of single layers in ex vivo porcine cornea with unprecedented contrast in the dynamic OCE field that matches the anatomical description of corneal layers. A fresh porcine eye cornea was subjected to a reverberant shear wave field of 2 kHz using a piezoelectric actuator attached to a 3D-printed ring with eight heads slightly touching the cornea surface and the motion (particle velocity) was detected using a spectral-domain PhS-OCT system (details of the system setup are explained in the "Methods" section). After the acquisition, a 3D reverberant cornea volume was obtained and shown in Fig. 4a . Reverberant frames of particle velocity are extracted following the surface of the cornea at all depths and the corneal curvature was compensated for. Figure 4b shows a reverberant frame extracted at the top surface (epithelium), the 2D auto-correlation plot calculated within a 2 × 2 mm 2 window in the motion frame, and the average autocorrelation curve (N = 360 curves) taken along radial cuts of the 2D auto-correlation plot covering 360 degrees, with shaded regions indicating standard error (SE). The theoretical reverberant model (Eq. 2) was fitted to the average profile for the estimation of local wavenumber (k Ã ), and, subsequently, shear wave speed (c s ) using c s = ω 0 /k Ã . In the context of corneal layer characterization, we deemphasized lateral elastography resolution by averaging all speed values calculated within a single reverberant frame using a 2 × 2 mm 2 window, making sure the window captures at least half wavelength of the reverberant field pattern in all cases. We also wanted to characterize SE as a measurement of anisotropy within each corneal layer. Therefore, shear speed values (mean ± SE) were calculated for all frames from the top (epithelium) to the bottom (endothelium) layers of the cornea (detailed signal processing scheme description in "Methods" section). Figure 4c shows the average depth-dependent shear wave speed profile of cornea and how it correlates with (1) structural information from the B-mode intensity image of the same cornea sample, and (2) the anatomical description of some of the corneal layers. Shear wave speed values for a selected cornea span from 2 m/s to 4 m/s (2 m/s min-to-max range) which is equivalent to 4 kPa and 16 kPa of shear modulus, respectively, if a density of ρ = 1000 kg m −3 is assumed in Eq. (4). In Fig. 4d , the depthdependent shear wave speed was put into a 2D format and superimposed on the B-mode structural image of the cornea. The level of contrast in layer detection of cornea achieved with the Rev3D-OCE method is unprecedented in the dynamic wavebased OCE field. Previous work using transient Lamb waves 38 Nevertheless, its decreasing tendency is in agreement with results reported by Rev3D-OCE and other approaches 22, 23, 29, 31 (further comments in "Discussion").
Rev3D-OCE and Lamb wave methods vs. IOP of cornea. Experiments in an IOP-controlled porcine eye cornea using the Rev3D-OCE and the conventional Lamb wave method for the detection of elastic layers demonstrate that Rev3D-OCE is able to monitor single corneal layer changes for different IOP levels. In Fig. 5a , we show reverberant volumes of cornea subjected to four IOP levels: 10.24, 15.80, 20.50, and 25.25 mmHg. The increasing tendency of wavelength in the reverberant patterns when the IOP level increases confirms the non-linear elastic nature of corneal tissue. Reverberant frames of particle velocity were extracted, following the curved shape of the cornea at all depths, and processed using auto-correlation (2 × 2 mm 2 window) and the theoretical model (Eq. (2)) of reverberant fields in elastic media. Then, local shear wave speed (c s ) was calculated for all depths from the top (epithelium) to the bottom (endothelium) layers of the cornea. Figure 5b shows shear wave speed volumes for each IOP level. It is evident that the shear wave speed increases with the IOP. The min-to-max range of speed change due to the application of different IOP levels was reported to be 3.5 m s −1 .
Depth-dependent shear wave speed profiles of cornea subjected to different IOP levels were calculated by averaging all speed values within every single layer in all volumes of Fig. 5b in order to increase accuracy in layer characterization. Mean ± SE measurements for each layer are reported in Fig. 6a . In order to explore the relationship between Rev3D-OCE and the conventional Lamb wave method, depth-dependent group speed profiles were obtained by propagating Lamb waves in the same cornea samples. Fourier analysis was applied to space-time representations of Lamb wave propagation at all layers for each IOP case, as shown in Fig. 6b . The shape of the dispersion curves indicates that the antisymmetric zero-order Lamb wave is the most predominant given the excitation shape and boundary conditions. This finding is in complete agreement with the simulations using a finite element analysis reported in Results Section. Cut-off frequencies of dispersion curves in Fig. 6b are based on the signalto-noise ratio of frequency samples. Due to the nature of the Rev3D-OCE method, a single excitation frequency should be selected for further comparison with the Lamb wave method. Then, a frequency f 0 = 800 Hz or ω 0 = 1600 π rad s −1 was chosen in order to cover for all four IOP cases in Fig. 6b , and depthdependent Lamb wave speed profiles were plotted in Fig. 6a together with the average shear wave speed profiles of the same ARTICLE cornea obtained using the Rev3D-OCE method. For further comparison, depth-dependent shear speed estimations using Rev3D-OCE and the Lamb wave method were put into a 2D format and superimposed on B-mode structural images of the cornea in Supplementary Fig. 1 . Figure 6a shows important differences in contrast for the elastic mapping of layers in the cornea at different IOP levels with interesting implications for diagnosis and monitoring in the ophthalmology field. Although the Lamb wave method provides an important metric that relates Lamb wave speed and IOP, the Rev3D-OCE method enables the possibility of monitoring the elasticity of single layers and how each of them are affected by the increase in IOP. In particular, the spikes in shear speed at the Bowman's membrane (zone II) and Descemet's membrane (zone V) seem to be affected differently by the IOP level, which can be of great importance for understanding ocular diseases such as glaucoma, and keratoconus, and monitoring treatments. Moreover, SE (shaded regions in Fig. 6a ) at the epithelium (zone I) and endothelium (zone VI) is significantly smaller compared to the upper (zone III) and lower (zone IV) stroma regions which is in agreement with the fact that epithelium and endothelium can be considered as more uniform tissues compared to stroma which is highly anisotropic due to the heterogeneous collagen distribution 4 . Finally, in order to test the variability of Rev3D-OCE in various healthy porcine cornea samples (N = 10 corneas), we reported in Fig. 6c average shear wave speed measurements per sample in every depth zone indicated in Fig. 6a . Results show a differentiated shear wave speed in every layer (zones I to VI) at lower IOP levels (10.24-15.80 mmHg) and a trend to become more uniform at higher IOPs (20.50-25.25 mmHg). More discussion of such results is conducted in the "Discussion" section.
Discussion
The use of reverberant shear wave fields in tissue to measure mechanical properties has three key implications for the 3D OCE field and, more generally, for the study of layered media. First, the sinusoidal steady-state disturbance of the plate-shape tissue b Dispersion analysis of wave speed using the Lamb wave method in a cornea subjected to four IOP levels. Curves indicate that the antisymmetric zeroorder Lamb wave is the most predominant given the excitation shape and boundary conditions. c Repeatability study (N = 10 corneas) of depth-dependent shear wave speed profiles divided into six zones: I (epithelium), II (Bowman's membrane), III (upper stroma), IV (lower stroma), V (Descemet's membrane), and VI (endothelium), subjected to four IOP levels. Horizontal lines within boxes indicate median values, boxes denote interquartile ranges. Whiskers on the box plots span one standard deviation produced by one or more sources after sufficient time (~1 s in cornea) and regardless of the initial symmetry creates diffuse fields 50 with favorable properties. For instance, it does not require prior knowledge of the direction of wave propagation for the estimation of local shear wave speed, which is a fundamental requirement for most of dynamic OCE techniques. In particular, the properties and boundary conditions of cornea such as (1) the top and bottom surfaces, (2) the heterogeneity in layer distribution along depth, and (3) the significant change in elastic properties in the cornea-sclera junction, produce multiple reflection and aberration of shear waves, which diminishes the effectivity of peak tracking techniques [51] [52] [53] . However, Rev3D-OCE does not require knowledge of a single direction of wave propagation (due to the nature of the auto-correlation in Eqs. (2) and (3)) and all wave reflections, contribute to the creation of a diffuse field.
Second, the continuous sinusoidal excitation at a given frequency promotes the propagation of a higher ratio of shear waves in tissue compared to a transient excitation in which surface acoustic waves are the predominant perturbations 49 . In elastography, propagation of shear waves is desired since shear wave speed can be directly related to shear modulus using Eq. (4). Experimental validation of Rev3D-OCE in tissue-mimicking phantoms conducted in Results Section supports this affirmation, resulting in an accuracy error of <7% in shear wave speed estimation when compared to mechanical testing. In cornea studies, most of the dynamic OCE techniques create transient waves with wavelengths comparable to the corneal thickness [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , which inevitably produces Lamb waves. Unfortunately, the Lamb wave speed is dependent not only on the shear modulus of the cornea, but also on the frequency of excitation and the corneal thickness, all related through a non-linear function 43, 44 , making it difficult to estimate shear modulus without using inverse methods and parametric models.
Third, reverberant fields created by the interaction of multiple shear waves traveling in random directions enable the detection of elasticity gradients along the depth axis, which is fundamental for detecting elasticity in corneal layers. Given the corneal boundary conditions, this key implication was validated using numerical simulations, tissue-mimicking phantom studies, and real experiments in ex vivo porcine cornea. For the numerical simulation, depth-dependent shear wave speed profiles shown in Fig. 2a -right indicate differentiated values between layers A, B, C, and D; however, reported values are slightly underestimated when compared to nominal values of shear speed provided in the material properties settings of the finite element model (maximum shear wave speed offset error of 0.44 m s −1 ). This behavior can be attributed to the presence of Lamb waves and other branches of surface acoustic waves (Rayleigh waves in the top and bottom corneal surfaces). Furthermore, a minimization of those negative effects is expected due to the increase in excitation frequency and, consequently, the decrease in perturbation wavelength with respect to the corneal thickness, reducing the presence of Lamb wave modes.
For the experimental case, shear speed depth-dependent profiles obtained using Rev3D-OCE in ex vivo fresh porcine eye cornea (Fig. 4c ) are qualitatively comparable with the ones reported in human cornea using atomic force microscopy 54 , where spikes in Young's modulus are detected in the Bowman's layer and Descemet's membrane. Similarly, Rev3D-OCE results can be compared to other compression-based layer detection methods 22, 23 , where spikes in the Bowman's layer and Descemet's membrane are also detected. In Brillouin optical microscopy [31] [32] [33] , and Lamb wave methods 38, 41 a spike is detected near the Bowman's membrane. Finally, the passive elastography method 55 based on a broadband noise-correlation approach is able to retrieve stiffness of tissues from random displacement fields with interesting results in the elastography of in vivo eye. The fundamental difference between Rev3D-OCE and passive elastography relies on the Rev3D use of active sources vibrating at a single frequency while producing a limiting case of 3D reverberant fields that can be modeled by Eqs. (1)-(3). Unlike Rev3D-OCE, passive elastography analyzes the broadband spectrum of noise to give estimates of wavelength based on correlation techniques and derived from time reversal principles.
In addition, as reported in other studies 39, 56 , corneal elasticity is anisotropic and shows differentiated wave speed along each layer. In this paper, we focus on the elastic characterization of corneal layers by averaging shear wave speed along any corneal transverse plane and sacrificing the detection of elastic anisotropies in 2D. This constitutes one of the major limitations of Rev3D-OCE, being of special importance in the detection of elastic inhomogeneities in all x, y, and z axis, simultaneously, produced by ocular diseases like keratoconus. However, the SE (shaded regions) in Fig. 6a quantify the variability of shear wave speed for every depth profile subjected to a different IOP level and SE can be related to corneal anisotropy. For instance, given a IOP case, SE levels are significantly larger in regions III and IV compared to the others, corresponding to the upper and lower stroma that contain a heterogeneous distribution of collagen fibers, making stroma the main contributor of elastic anisotropy in the cornea. Finally, the repeatability study shown in Fig. 6c among N = 10 corneas indicates a major trend in layer elasticity becoming uniform as the cornea is stretched out by the increased level of IOP. SE can be also attributed to other sources of error such as the variability of wave speed depending on the size of the auto-correlation window with respect to the wavelength, and any swelling effect in the cornea which was not fully controlled during experiments.
A future implementation of Rev3D-OCE for in vivo, in situ, and fully non-contact method for 3D elasticity characterization of corneal layers, requires some modifications to the current system. First, the multi-pronged ring actuator can be replaced by a circular array of air-coupled focused ultrasonic transducers. This method for non-contact excitation of the cornea was successfully demonstrated by Ambrozinski et al. 42 . Subsequently, the acquisition scheme presented here can be expanded to acquire reverberant volumes in a faster fashion (time scales in the sub-second order) by upgrading the current OCT system to a faster camera with an A-line rate of 5 μs, resulting in a total acquisition time of 0.5 s. Finally, the characterization of viscoelastic parameters in cornea is of great importance 46, 51, 57 . Therefore, the excitation scheme of the current Rev3D-OCE method can be modified to send multi-harmonic vibrations all sent and captured simultaneously in order to calculate depth-dependent shear wave dispersion plots for the estimation of viscoelastic parameters.
Methods
Monte Carlo analysis. A 20 × 20 × 20 mm 3 field (Δx = Δy = Δz = 0.1 mm sampling resolution) in which transversal waves can only propagate at a constant phase speed of c s = 4 m s −1 is generated in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA, USA). Inside the summation of Eq. (1), a single plane and shear wave is defined bŷ n q ,n ql , and v ql , with the realization of four uniformly distributed random variables. First, the realization of angles φ and θ, each one covering a range of [0, 2π] radians, for the definition ofn q , followed by the realization of angle α, covering a range of [0, 2π] radians for the definition ofn ql , and then the realization of the scalar value v ql , covering a range of [−v max , v max ], where v max = 1 m s −1 . The term e Àiω 0 t can be factored from Eq. (1), and the wave number is defined as constant k = ω 0 /c s in the whole field with the selection of f 0 = 2 kHz as the temporal frequency, leading to ω 0 = 2πf 0 . A total of 10,000 realizations of all random variables, following the described order, generates a spatial and complex-valued particle velocity vector field V(ε), where V ε; t ð Þ ¼ V ε ð Þe Àiω 0 t . Then, the three components of V(ε) are:
, whereê x ,ê y , andê z are unit vectors in the x, y, z directions, respectively. Since in OCT the motion is measured in the z-axis, V z ε ð Þ is the spatial field of interest. Figure 1b shows the real part of V z ε; t 0 ð Þ, defined as Real V z ε; t 0 ð Þ f g¼ Real V z ε ð Þe Àiω 0 t 0 f g , for an arbitrary instant t 0 . Finally, the real part of the complex-valued 2D auto-correlation maps taken from V z ε ð Þ are calculated in the following planes: (1) xy-plane, (2) xz-plane, and (3) yz-plane as shown in Fig. 1c . Profile plots taken along each axis (Δx, Δy, Δz) are compared to Eqs. (2) and (3) for further validation.
Numerical simulations. Numerical simulations using finite elements in Abaqus/ CAE version 6.14-1 (Dassault Systems, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) are conducted in a four-layered model of cornea for two dynamic cases: (1) sinusoidal steady-state using harmonic excitation, and (2) transient tone burst excitation. The cornea model consists of a 3D solid deformable part formed by the vertical composition of four curved layers-A, B, C, and D-each approximately 0.25 mm thick and 10 mm in diameter. The 3D solid was meshed using 140770 hybrid, quadratic and tetrahedral elements (C3D10H). Linear elastic material properties were chosen for each section or layer using Young's modulus of E A = 18.75 kPa, E B = 12 kPa, E C = 5.07 kPa, and E D = 1.92 kPa, where the subscript denotes each layer. The Young's modulus selection and distribution of layers from stiffer (A) to softer (D) were based on the decreasing depth-dependent wave speed tendency reported in Wang et al. 38 for porcine cornea. In all cases, the density was selected to be ρ = 1000 kg m −3 -similar to water-and the Poisson's ratio was ν = 0.49999, near incompressibility. Since the material properties of each section are homogeneous and isotropic, then, for ν ≈ 0.5, the relationship between shear (G) and Young's modulus (E) can be approximated as E ≈ 3G 30 For the sinusoidal steady-state analysis, the outer surface of layer A is subjected to eight body force loads distributed circularly around the cornea (see Fig. 2a -left). The simulation was selected to be steady-state dynamic direct for a vibration frequency of 2 kHz. After the simulation, the 3D complex-valued particle velocity field along the z-axis is extracted and subsequently processed using autocorrelation and fitted to Eq. (2) for the depth-dependent shear wave speed estimation of each layer (see Fig. 2a-right) . For the transient tone burst analysis, the central part of the outer surface of layer A is subjected to a Gaussian distribution body force with σ = 03 mm along the symmetry line for 1 ms (see Fig. 2b-left) . The type of simulation was selected to be dynamic-implicit for 4 ms in order to let the Lamb wave propagate along the medium without producing reflections from the outer boundaries. After the simulation, the 3D particle velocity field along the zaxis is extracted for each time instant (Δt = 10 μs) during the simulation period. Subsequently, space-time map representations (propagation path following the corneal curvature along x-axis vs. time) are extracted for each layer and processed using a 2D Fourier transform for dispersion analysis (Lamb wave speed vs. frequency plots as shown in Fig. 2b-right) . We have also included speed dispersion plots when a 0.5 ms transient force (same Gaussian spatial extent =0.3 mm) is applied to the corneal model in Fig. 2b-left . Finally, the frequency component of 1 kHz was selected for the calculation of Lamb wave speed vs. corneal depth (Lamb wave method). This plot is compared against shear wave speed vs. corneal depth results calculated in the sinusoidal steady-state case in Fig. 2a -right.
Sample preparation. Tissue-mimicking phantom layers were made of gelatin powder of different concentrations for simulating softer (3% gelatin) and stiffer (5% gelatin) tissues. In all cases, the same concentration of 0.5% intralipid powder was used to provide optical scattering to the phantoms (measured refractive index of phantoms~1.35). Both layers were vertically distributed as top (3%) and bottom (5%). The average thickness of the top layer was measured to be~0.3 mm and the bottom layer is considered as a semi-infinite medium. The approximate size of each phantom was 70 × 70 mm 2 in the lateral extent, and 30 mm along depth. The Young's modulus of each phantom concentration was measured by taking three cylindrical samples (N = 3) of ∼40 mm in diameter, and conducting a stress-relaxation compression test in a MTS Q-test/5 universal testing machine (MTS, Eden Prairie, Minnesota, USA) at a strain of 5% for a total time of 600 s. The stress-time plots obtained were fitted to a Kelvin-Voigt fractional derivative rheological model for the frequency-dependent Young's modulus (E) estimation 58 . For the excitation frequency used in the experiments (2 kHz), Young's moduli were found to be: E MM 3% ¼ 3:97 ± 0:83 kPa and E MM 5% ¼ 12:36 ± 1:71 kPa, for 3 and 5% concentrations, respectively. Assuming that the phantom is an isotropic and homogeneous material of density of~1 g cm −3 , and a Poisson's ratio of~0.5, the shear wave speed can be calculated 30 and reported as: c MM 3% ¼ 1:15 ± 0:12 m s À1 , and c MM 5% ¼ 2:03 ± 0:14 m s À1 , for 3% and 5% concentrations, respectively.
Ten freshly enucleated and non-scalded porcine eyeballs were obtained from an abattoir (Joe's Meat Market, Ontario, NY, USA) with all experiments being performed within 6 h of their collection and following ethical regulations approved by University of Rochester. Only intact eyes with clear corneas were used in this study. After removal of extra-ocular muscle and fat tissue, the eyeballs were washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and placed in a custom-built eye holder. A needle (outer diameter of 0.9 mm) penetrated the eyeball laterally through the sclera (3 mm from the limbus) until reaching the anterior chamber for IOP control during experiments. The needle is tubed to a syringe with PBS and a digital pressure gage (model DPGWB-04, Dwyer Instruments Inc., Michigan City, Indiana, USA) through a three-way stopcock, which is used for increasing the IOP level in the anterior chamber. Four average IOP levels were set in the eyeball: 10.24, 15.80, 20.50, and 25.25 mmHg. The maximum IOP deviation from the average level was measured to be 1.12 mmHg during the acquisition time (60 s). Each cornea was irrigated with PBS every minute to avoid dehydration effects.
Experimental setup. The experimental setup consists in a spectral-domain PhS-OCT system for the motion detection of waves generated in the sample by a synchronized mechanical excitation system ( Supplementary Fig. 2) . The mechanical excitation system begins with a function generator (AFG320, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, USA) output signal connected to an ultra-low noise power amplifier (PDu150, PiezoDrive, Callaghan, NSW, Australia) feeding a piezoelectric bender poled in a parallel configuration of 10 × 45 mm 2 surface dimensions (BA4510, PiezoDrive, Callaghan, NSW, Australia). A 3D printed ring containing eight vertical equidistant and circular-distributed rods is attached to one of the ends of the piezoelectric bender. The rods are slightly touching the corneal epithelium in a concentric configuration and produce reverberant fields in cornea when the piezoelectric bender is excited. The ring shape allows the imaging of the cornea using the OCT system, while the rods introduce mechanical excitation. The rod tips were polished to avoid damaging the cornea. The signal set in the function generator was a 2 kHz harmonic and continuous sinusoidal function running freely during the entire acquisition. For the generation of Lamb waves in cornea, the printed ring was replaced by a single 3 cm vertical rod with a 1 mm diameter metal sphere attached to its end. The sphere was slightly and normally touching the corneal epithelium at a position parallel to one of the region of interest (ROI) axes crossing through the center of the cornea. The signal set in the function generator for this case was one cycle of a 1 kHz tone (1 ms tone) burst every time the acquisition system sends a trigger signal.
The selection of the excitation frequency (2 kHz), the number of tips in the multi-pronged excitation ring (between 6 and 8), and the excitation time needed to reach the diffuse steady-state regime (~1 s) was guided by results from finite element simulations of porcine cornea. We have chosen the 2 kHz excitation as the intermediate case, balancing the desire for smaller wavelengths while avoiding stronger attenuation of waves below the sensitivity floor for motion detection using the current PhS-OCT system. Moreover, the multi-pronged ring was 3D-printed in a single piece attached to the piezoelectric actuator; therefore, each tip produces waves in tissue with the same temporal phase. On one hand, adding more tips along the circular ring and exciting them with the same frequency and phase will result in producing circular waves as if produced by a continuous ring instead of a collection of tips (following the Huygens-Fresnel principle 59 ). On the other hand, using fewer tips in the ring will result in only a few wave sources, therefore, reducing the probability of generating a multidirectional reverberant field. Quantitatively speaking, we have determined in simulations and confirmed in experiments that between 6 and 8 tips excited at 2 kHz in porcine cornea generates a wave field with the desired reverberant properties. Finally, during experiments, we produced a continuous harmonic excitation of 2 kHz, ensuring steady state for 1 s before the imaging is activated, and confirmed the steady-state regime experimentally by analyzing the spatial wave field that turns out to be periodic, allowing its representation by a single amplitude and a phase parameter for every single pixel in the corneal volume.
For motion detection, a custom-built spectral-domain PhS-OCT system was implemented. The OCT system is spectrometer-based, using a light source composed of a super-luminescent light emitting diode (EXS210045-01, EXALOS, Switzerland) with a central wavelength at about 1307 nm and the FWHM spectral width of about 100 nm. The average output power was about 12 mW. The light source was split (50:50 power split ratio) and delivered to the sample arm, consisting of dual-axes galvanometric mirrors, and to an adjustable reference arm. The collected backscattered light from the sample is combined with the reference light beam and sent to a custom-built spectrometer (more details of the system in Supplementary Methods). The lateral resolution of the system is measured to be 15 µm, and the axial resolution, measured from the FWHM of the depth profiles, is between 15 and 20 µm in air. The A-line acquisition rate of the system is 25 kHz (temporal sampling periodicity of T s = 40 μs). ROIs in the gelatin phantom sample and porcine cornea samples were defined to be 1 × 1 mm 2 , and 8 × 8 mm 2 , respectively.
Data acquisition. The MB-mode acquisition approach 51 , is used in the quasisynchronized (for Rev3D-OCE) and fully-synchronized (for Lamb wave method) versions. For the Lamb wave method, the acquisition consists of triggering the excitation (1 ms tone) and acquiring M = 100 A-lines during M × T s = 4 ms at a single (x 0 , y 0 ) position in cornea along depth. Subsequently, the galvanometer controlling x-axis changes its location to the consecutive (x 0 + Δx, y 0 ) position, and the excitation and acquisition is repeated. When x-axis coverage of 8 mm is reached, then the galvanometer controlling the y-axis moves to the next (x 0 , y 0 + Δy) position and the x-scanning process is repeated. The process is stopped when the y-axis coverage of 8 mm is reached. The number of samples taken in the x and y axis of the ROI is 100 × 100 (Δx = Δy = 80 μm). The total acquisition time was 60 s per experiment. Reorganizing the 4D data (3D spatial, 1D temporal) into 100 3D spatial volumes of 8 × 8 × 5 mm 3 , where each volume corresponds to a virtual simultaneous snapshot of the cornea motion at one time instant (T s = 40 μs) covering 4 ms, the apparent volumetric frame rate is 25 kHz. For the Rev3D-OCE approach, the excitation is not triggered by the acquisition at every single (x 0 , y 0 ) position. Instead, the excitation is initially burst at 2 kHz harmonic sinusoidal signal running freely. Approximately 1 s later, after reaching the motion diffuse regime in cornea, the OCT system initiates the acquisition by recording M = 100 repetitions at any (x 0 , y 0 ) position and moving to the next (x 0 , y 0 + Δy) position every 6 ms (M × T s + 2 ms). Therefore, we ensure phase synchronization by propagating precisely 12 cycles of the 2 kHz harmonic signal every exact 6 ms. The calculation of particle velocity from two consecutive A-lines is implemented using the Loupas et al. 60 approach for increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. As a result, the motion signal extracted from the cornea at any (x 0 , y 0 ) position is a real-valued time domain signal representing particle velocity in the z-axis.
